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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
A?re disaster prevention system in which normally 
locked emergency exit doors are automatically un 
locked by detection apparatus comprising sensors de 
tecting output signals upon detection of a physical 
quantity indicating a fire or smoke is present. Fire 
doors strategically located are released by automatic 
release means upon receipt of the sensors’ output sig 
nals and close automatically to isolate the escape ac 
cesses from other spaces to preclude ?re and smoke 
from reaching the emergency exits. The unlocking of 
the emergency exit doors takes place upon detection 
of the presence of ?re or smoke. The ?re doors are 
closed after time has been allowed for the emergency 
exits to be reached by those in a building provided 
with the system. The location of the emergency exits is 
indicated, upon control of the sensors, visually by re 
spective ?ashing lights and audible signals developed 
at the emergency exits so that persons are guided 
thereto in an emergency. 

1 Claim, 27 Drawing Figures 
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FIRE DISASTER PREVENTION SYSTEM AND A 
METHOD TO PREVENT LOSS OF LIFE 

This is a continuation-in-part of my earlier applica 
tion Ser. No. 211,886, ?led Dec. 27, 1971, now aban 
doned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to a system and 
method for preventing the loss of human lives in a ?re 
and more particularly to a system and method for pre 
venting a ?re disaster. _‘ 
Modem buildings are still subject to destruction by 

?re or at least furnishings therein. When a ?re occurs 
in a modern building, the spreading of a ?re may be ‘re 
duced by the use of ?re doors and the like. The spread 
of smoke in modern buildings is sometimes worse than 
in older buildings because modern buildings will not 
vent the smoke. Moreover, air conditioning ducts tend 
to propagate the spreading of smoke. As a matter of 
fact, smoke spreads faster than the ?ames in a ?re. 
Generally, smoke will spread laterally about 0.5m/sec 
and the spread of rising smoke is about 3-4 m/sec. 
Burning building materials not only cause smoke, 

which is dangerous to human life, but generate many 
other substances which can result in the loss of lives. 
These dangerous substances may be gaseous such as 
carbon monoxide or otherwise such as red acid, cyanic 
acid, phosgene which result in the generation of poi 
sonous gases. 
The absence of windows in some modern structures 

and the complexity of escape paths can make the loss 
of human lives likely particularly because the usual 
emergency exits are normally locked and cannot be 
found by persons who may panic in a ?re or because of 
smoke which tends to cause panic in human beings be 
sides reducing visibility. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is a principal object of the present invention to pro 
vide a ?re disaster prevention system in which provi 
sion is made for automatically unlocking normally 
locked emergency exit doors and closing ?re doors to 
isolate escape avenues to the emergency exit doors 
while providing time for the emergency exit doors to be 
reached before the closing of the ?re doors. 
Another object is to provide a ?re disaster prevention 

system indicating to persons escape avenues and the 
location of emergency exits. 

Still another object is to provide the various devices 
and components of a ?re disaster prevention system. 
The ?re disaster prevention system provides emer 

gency exit doors mounted closing emergency exits. 
These doors are normally closed and locked and are 
not used except in emergencies. A control circuit has 
sensors that detect the'presence of a ?re or smoke and 
generate a signal that opens the locks of the individual 
emergency exit doors. 
The system provides ?re doors housed in respective 

recesses in walls adjacent accesses that are to be closed 
off to isolate the spaces de?ning the escape avenues 
after a reasonable time has expired to allow escape 
from spaces that are to be isolated from the escape 
space in which the emergency exit is located. When the 
sensors sense a physical quantity indicating the pres 
ence of a ?re, the electrical signal the detecting sensor 
develops is applied to releasable holding devices that 
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2 
release the individual ?re doors so that the ?re doors 
may be closed by spring~loaded hinges, for example, 
which swing the ?re doors to positions closing off ac 
cesses or passageways isolating the escape spaces from 
other spaces. _ 

The location of the emergency exits are indicated by 
guide means constituting ?ashing lights and different 
intermittent audible signals representative of the vari 
ous doors are generated in the vicinity of the individual 
emergency exit doors to guide persons in a building to 
these escape exits. The guide means is triggered by the 
signal output of the sensors. 

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a disaster prevention system 
according to the present invention illustrated in a part 
of a building. 
FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic elevation view of an emer 

gency exit door as a part of the system according to the 
present invention. 
FIG. 3 is a cross-section view of a lock used for an 

emergency door according to the present invention and 
illustrates the lock in an open or released state. 
FIG. 4 is a cross-section view of the lock in FIG. 3 il 

lustrating a locked state thereof. 
FIG. 5 is a cross-section view taken along section line 

5-5 in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 6 is a cross-section view taken along section line 

6--6 in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a part of the system 

according to the present invention, partly cut away. 
FIG. 8 is a front elevation view of guide means as a 

part of the system according to the present invention. 

FIG. 9 is a cross-section view taken along section line 
9--9 in FIG. 8. 
FIG. 10 is a cross-section view on an enlarged scale 

of an upper end portion of a ?re door as a part of the 
system according to the present invention and a lock of 
the ?re door. 
FIG. 1 is a cross-section view taken along section line 

11-11 in FIG. 10. ) 
FIG. 12 is a cross-section view of other releasable 

holding means. 
FIG. I3 is a cross-section view taken along section 

line 13-13 of FIG. 12. 
FIG. 14 is a front view of a smoke ejecting means of 

the system according to the present invention, partly 
cut away. 
FIG. 15 is a cross-section view taken along section 

line I5—I5 in FIG. 14. 
FIG. 16 is a cross-section view taken along section 

line l6—I6 in FIG. 14. 
FIG. 17 is an enlarged end view taken along section 

line l7-—l7 in FIG. 14. , 
FIG. 18 is a perspective view of a drive for a smoke 

ejecting means as a part of the system according to the 
present invention. ' ' ~ 

FIG. 19 is an enlarged cross-section view taken along 
section line l9—19 in FIG. 18. 
FIG. 20 is a fragmentary elevation view of a shutter 

and its drive as a part of the system according to the 
present invention. 
FIG. 21 and FIGS. 22-26 are electric circuit dia 

grams of the system according to the present invention. 
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FIG. 27 is a perspective view of an operating control 
panel as a part of the system according to the present 
invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, a smoke sensor 1 and a 
heat sensor detect the presence of ?re or smoke and 
generate corresponding output electrical signals corre 
sponding to the detection of the presence of ?re or 
smoke. The output signals are applied to an operating 
control means or control circuitry 3 which applies the 
signals as hereinafter explained. The sensors may be of 
the type illustrated in U.S. Pat. No. 3,382,762. Various 
?re detectors may be used such as photoelectirc smoke 
sensors or ion type smoke sensors or heat sensors. 
These sensors 1,2 are illustrated in spaces within a 
building. 
The building has an emergency exit 4 and an outside 

wall 6 on which is mounted a frame 5 having a smoke 
ejection window 10 operable from a closed position to 
an open position for venting smoke from the building 
as later described. An emergency exit door 7 closes the 
emergency exit and is normally locked by a lock 8 as 
hereinafter explained. A ?re door 11 is mounted in a 
recess on the outside wall and is mounted so that it is 
releasably held in the recess and when it is released by 
a control signal from the control circuitry or apparatus 
3, it swings into position closing an access or passage 
way from other spaces leading to the space within 
which the emergency exit is located. 
The emergency exit door 7 has its lock 8 provided 

with a keyhole 13 for receiving a key for actuating 
manually two rods 14,15 to a retracted position in 
which case the lock is open and the door may be 
opened and to a projected position, the condition 
shown in FIG. 2, in which the lock is locked and the 
door is locked. The two rods move axially within pas 
sages inthe door. The upper rod 14 is engaged by a 
push rod 17 and the lower rod 15 engages in a recepta 
cle, not shown, in the floor. The upper rod is actuated 
automatically to its retracted position by a lock 
releasing device 9 having a rotary solenoid l6 ener 
gized under control of the sensors 1,2. If the presence 
of smoke or a ?re is detected, the solenoid actuates a 
push-rod 17 that retracts the upper locking rod 14. This 
rod is connected to the lower locking rod 15 by a rotary 
plate so that the rods are projected and retracted 
jointly. The retraction of the upper locking rod retracts 
the lower locking rod and the escape emergency exit 
door can then be opened with the knob 18. 
The location of the emergency exit is designated to 

persons seeking escape by guide means 12 which visu 
ally and audibly identi?es the emergency exit and 
guides persons to it as later described. The emergency 
exit is located at one point and the ?re door can be con 
sidered to be located a point intennediate the emer~ 
gency exit and at a point at which a person wanting to 
escape will generally ?nd himself. The system provides 
for letting a person start from the point at which he 
?nds himself and be guided to the point of exit and to 
pass through an access which is subsequently closed by 
the ?re door isolating the space in which the emer 
gency exit is located so that it can readily be found. The 
isolation prevents smoke and ?re from reaching this 
space and those reaching the space will be able to ?nd 
the exit and escape. 
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4 
While the system according to the invention is ex 

plained herein with respect to one escape exit and one 
?re door, the system is obviously used in conjunction 
of a multiplicity of exits and ?re doors. Moreover, the 
system is used with older buildings modi?ed to use the 
system or is built into new construction. 
Another type of lock usuable on the emergency door 

7 is shown in FIGS. 3-7 inclusive. As shown, a casing 
20 has a front plate 21 mounted on the memergency 
door 7 and having an opening 22 through which a dead 
bolt 23 within the casing 20 is projected out of and re 
tracted into the casing. The dead bolt 23 is provided 
with a slot 24 through which extends a ?xed guide pin 
25 guiding the dead bolt during its projection and re 
traction. 
The dead bolt has a slant surface 26 juxtapositioned 

with a slant surface 27 thereof acutated by a lever 28 
having a free end 29 that engages the slanted surfaces 
26,27 for respectively retracting and projecting the 
dead bolt. The lever 28 is provided with a projection 30 
and is acutated by insertion of a key 31 into a cylinder 
lock 32 threaded onto the casing 20. Rotation of the 
key rotates a cam 33 into engagement with the projec 
tion 30 for alternatively rotating it in opposite direc 
tions. The lever 28 is provided with an annular end as 
shown in FIG. 5. The annulus thereof has a projection 
34 that has ?at surfaces that alternately bear on a 
spring 35 so that the lever 28 is releasably held in two 
alternate angular positions as shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 
4. These positions correspond to the retracted position 
of the dead bolt 23 and its projected position. 
The dead bolt is provided with a lateral projection 

having a surface 36 confronting a surface 37 of a rear 
part of a lock-release bolt 38 which is disposed along 
side the rear part of the dead bolt 23. The lock-release 
bolt 38 is projected from its retracted position through 
an opening 39 in the front plate 21 of the casing 20. 
The lock-release bolt is provided with a slot 40 through 
which the guide pin 25 extends so that its travel is 
guided and its stroke is limited by the guide pin 25 and 
its slot 40 as is the case with respect to the dead bolt 
whose stroke is similarly limited and guided. 
The actuating lever 28 is provided with an offset 41, 

as shown in FIG. 5, on the free end thereof for project 
ing the lock-release bolt 38. The lock-release bolt is 
projected by engaging a surface 44 thereon with the 
offset 41 of the actuating lever 28 when the dead bolt 
is projected. When the dead bolt is manually retracted, 
its lateral projection surface 36 engages the confront 
ing surface 37 of the lock-release bolt and carries the 
lock-release bolt to its retracted position. A plate 42 
confronting the front plate 2] is provided with an open~ 
ing 43 for receiving the dead bolt and has another 
opening 45 into which the lock-release bolt is pro 
jected. This plate 42 is mounted on a door jamb 46 on 
which is mounted another casing 47 within which is dis 
posed the remainder of the lock mechanism according 
to the invention. 
Within this second casing is disposed a head 48 of a 

push-rod 49 which extends axially through a guide tube 
50. A spring 51 biases the push-rod 49 axially toward 
the right in the drawing toward the lock-release lever 
so that a stop surface 52 of the push-rod head abuts an 
end 53 of the guide tube 50. Ths push-rod is provided 
with an axial groove into which extends a guide pin, not 
shown, in the guide tube 50 so that the push-rod is axi 
ally guided without rotation. 
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When the dead bolt and the lock-release bolt are ac 
tuated to a projected position as shown in FIG. 4, the 
lock-release bolt 38 abuts the push-rod 49 and moves 
it to its retracted position, toward the left in the draw 
ing, so that the spring 51 is stretched. The actuating 
lever 28 is releasably held in the position in which it is 
shown in FIG. 4 by its spring 35 and this maintains the 
push-rod retracted as shown. The push-rod head 48 has 
a side camming surface 54 as shown in FIG. 6. When 
the push-rod is in a projected position, shown in FIGS. 
3 and 6, the camming surface 54 engages a cam fol 
lower 55 of a limit switch LMl opening it. The cam 
ming surface 54 is consturcted with a slant surface al 
lowing the limit switch LMI to close when the push-rod 
is in the retracted position shown in FIG. 4. 
The lock-release bolt 38 is retracted automatically by 

actuating the push-rod 49 to a projected postion. This 
is accomplished by a rotary solenoid 56 which actuates 
a rotary plate 57 having a projection that engages the 
head of the push-rod and applies suf?cient energy 
thereto so that it and the biasing spring 51 overcome 
the holding force of the holding spring 35 so that the 
push-rod moves the lock-release bolt to its retracted 
position. In being retracted the lock~release bolt shoul 
der 44 rotates the actuating lever in a clockwise direc 
tion, as seen in drawing, so that the lever end 29 en 
gages the rear slanted surface 26 of the dead bolt 23 so 
that it too is retracted and the lock is accordingly auto 
matically opened when the solenoid receives a control 
signal from the ?re alarm system. 
The rotary solenoid 56 is constructed as shown in 

FIG. 7. It comprises a stationary casing 58 having a 
base 59. A solenoid coil 60 is housed in the casing. A 
rotary armature 61 is spaced from the casing and has 
a hub 62 slidable axially on splines on a rotary shaft 63 
provided with a return or restoration spring 64. The 
casing and rotary armature jointly de?ne three angu 
larly spaced, slanted ball races 66 concentric with the 
shaft 63 and each housing a respective ball 65. The ro 
tary armature 61 is rotatably supported by the three 
balls 65. Thus when a control signal from the ?re alarm 
or control apparatus 3 is applied to the solenoid coil 60, 
the rotary armature is attracted toward the coil and the 
balls 65 roll from a shallow portion of the ball races to 
a deep portion so that the armature is rotated and rota 
tion ceases when the balls enter the deepest part of 
their ball races. When the solenoid is de-energized, the 
rotary shaft, and thereofore, the rotary armature, is re 
stored to their original position. It is, of course, under 
stood that the rotary armature 61 actuates the rotary 
plate 57 so that its peripheral projection strikes the 
head 48 of the push-rod 49 and the lock is opened as 
before described. The rotary plate 57 is likewise re 
stored to a rest position in which its peripheral projec 
tion, which actuates the push-rod 49, is spaced from 
the head of the push-rod as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. 
The closing of the limit switch LMI energizes ?ash 

ing alarm-and-guide emergency lamps L10,Lll and a 
buzzer B2 of the emergency guide means 12 which is 
an audio-visual guide-and-alarm box within which the 
alarm-and-guide emergency lamps L10,L1l and the 
audio alarm and guide buzzer BZ are disposed. This au 
dio-visual guide-and-alarrn box 12 is located above the 
emergency exit door 7 and is constructed as a box or 
frame 67 provided with a translucent cover 68 and with 
which a constantly lighted ?ourescent lamp FL is dis 
posed. In the event that more than one emergency door 
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6 
or exit is provided, the individual buzzers thereof can 
be made to emit individual sounds that are different 
from those of the other buzzers so that each exit is iden 
ti?ed with its own audio guide'signal. 
The invention provides for automatically closing ?re 

doors in a building to isolate portions of a building in 
the vicinity of which a ?re has been detected. These 
doors are disposed in strategic points for best isolating _ 
a building into different sectors while still maintaining 
access to escape avenues leading to emergency exits 
also strategically located with reference to the escape 
avenues and in some cases to the ?re doors. 

In FIG. I a ?re door 11 is illustrated. It is, of course, 
a diagrammatic illustration and it is not intended to il 
lustrate all the relative positions of ?re doors and emer 
gency exits. The various emergency exits and ?re doors 
are located in accordance with the building within 
which the system according to the invention is used. 
However, as seen in FIGS. l0—13, a ?re door 11 is 
mounted on spring-biased hinges 69 in a recess in a wall 
portion 70. The hinges may be spring-loaded to auto 
matically move the ?re door 11 to a closed position 
when released by an automatic release device 71 that 
holds the ?re door housed in its recess in the wall. The 
top of the ?re door is provided with a recess 73 op 
posed to the release device and de?ned by a plate 74 
having in cross-section a slanted surface 72 that is 
slanted toward the rear of the door. 
The automatic release device 71 is constructed as a 

casing 75 mounted on a door jamb about the recess. 
The release device 71 has a ?xed guide tube 76 in 
which a slidably disposed plunger 77 is provided with 
a roller 78. The plunger is urged toward and into the 
recess 73 on top of the ?re door by a spring 79. Thus 
when the ?re door is opened and disposed in its housing 
recess in the wall, the slanted surface '72 actuates the 
roller upwardly and it is actuated to a position in which 
it is housed in the recess 73 holding the ?re door releas 
ably housed in the wall recess. 
The plunger 77 has an axial portion of larger diame 

ter within the casing 75 de?ning an annular shoulder 80 
that engages a ?ange 81 on the guide tube 76 so that 
a stop is formed thereby controlling the extent of the 
projection of the plunger 77 downwardly under control 
of the biasing spring 79. 

In order to release the release device a rotary sole-. 
noid 82 is provided in the casing having a rotary driven 
shaft 83 to which is connected an operating lever 84 
connected to the plunger as shown for retracting it. 
When the rotary solenoid receives an energizing signal 
from the ?re alarm control 3, the solenoid actuates the 
operating lever 84 to the position shown in broken lines 
against the force of the downwardly biasing spring 79 
so that the plunger 77 is retracted and the ?re door is 
released and automatically closes a passageway or 
opening and is stopped in a closing position by a beam 
86 extending across the passageway and having a longi~ 
tudinal surface 87 against which the ?re door is placed 
by the spring-loaded hinges 69 thereof. Those skilled in 
the art will understand that a wire, not shown, can be 
provided for manually retracting the plunger 77 for 
manually releasing the ?re door. 

In some cases ?re doors according to the invention 
must be placed in positions in which there is a possibil 
ity of a person being trapped behind a ?re door that has 
closed. This presents no problem since the ?re door 
can be readily opened by applying pressure thereto 
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against the force of the spring-loaded hinges. More 
over, while a ?re door hinged as shown in FIG. 1 has 
been illustrated and described, the principles of the in 
vention are equally applicable to the type of ?re doors 
that slide across an opening for closing it. A release de 
vice according to the invention can hold such a door 
releasably housed within a wall and on application of 
a control signal can allow the ?re door to be projected 
from its housing by spring means thereby closing a pas 
sageway opening. This kind of fire door can likewise be 
slid into its recess housing‘ in the event a person is 
trapped behind it upon closing thereof automatically. 

Provision is made in the system according to the in 
vention for con?rming that the individual ?re doors 
have been closed. Each release device is provided with 
a limit switch LM2 having a ?exible sensor 85 that 
senses the position of the operating lever 84. When the 
?re door is in an open position, the limit switch LM2 
is open. When the ?re door is released, the sensor is de 
?ected and closes the limit switch so that a con?rma 
tion lamp L5, disposed for example in a control station, 
indicating that the corresponding ?re door has been re 
leased and, therefore, closed, is lighted. This con?rma 
tion lamp is lighted in a similar manner if the ?re door 
release mechanism is actuated manually. 
The individual ?re doors can be releasably held by a 

release device 71' of the type shown in FIGS. 12 and 
13 which is mounted behind the ?re door rather than 
from above as before described. In this device a projec 
tion or projecting release bolt 88 is provided on the 
backside of a ?re door 11' and has a neck 89 near a 
free end thereof. A rotary solenoid 90 having a rotary 
shaft 91 rotatably mounting a lever 93 biased by a bias— 
ing spring 92 in a counterclockwise direction, as 
viewed in FIG. 13. A second biasing spring 92a biases 
the rotary solenoid in a counterclockwise direction ac 
cording to the same ?gure. Both springs are anchored 
on a casing 94 housing the release device. The entire 
device is received in a recess in a wall provided with a 
large recess within which the ?re door 11' is housed as 
before described. The projecting release bolt 88 has a 
tapered free end that de?ects the lever 93 and a side 
surface 95 is received in the recess de?ned by the neck 
89 and the door is maintained housed. When a control 
signal for releasing the ?re door is applied to the rotary 
solenoid 90, the operating lever 93 is rotated in a direc 
tion away from the release bolt 88 against the force of 
the biasing force of the springs applying it against the 
neck 89 so that the ?re door is released and is automat 
ically swung to a closed position as before described. A 
sensor 85’ on a limit switch LM2' senses the rotation 
of the operating lever and closes the switch to light a 
con?rmation lamp as before described. 
A smoke ejecting device, FIGS. 14-19, is provided in 

the system of the invention. The smoke ejection win 
dow 10 is mounted on a wall at a point for ejecting the 
smoke to the exterior of a building in which the system 
of the invention is provided. The window 10 is mounted 
in a frame 96 supporting shafts 97 which are rotated to 
open and close the window. The window opening is de 
termined by a stop 98 mounted on a shaft 97 that is ro 
tatable through 90° from the closed position deter 
mined by the stop 98 which has ?at surfaces engaging 
the frame to determine the closed position of the win 
dow illustrated in FIG. 17. In the maximum opening of 
the window, in which the stop is ninety degrees from 

10 

8 
the closed postiion of the window, a maximum amount 
of smoke will escape through the window. 
A casing 99 is mounted alongside the smoke window, 

as shown in FIG. 14, housing a drive 100 having an 
electric d.c. motor 101 driving a shaft 102 coupled 
through a coupling 103 to a reduction gear 104, for ex 
ample a CYCLO-REDUCTION GEAR. An output 
shaft 105 of the reduction gear is received in a coupling 
body 106 which has an opening or bore 107 within 
which the output/shaft 105 is keyed. The coupling body 
106 has an integral sprocket wheel 108 formed circum 
ferentially thereof coupled to a second sprocket wheel 
109 by a roller-type sprocket chain 110 for driving a 
second coupling body 111 on which a bushing 112 
mounts the second sprocket wheel. The sprocket wheel 
is held between a ?ange 113 on the second coupling 
body and friction plate 115 clamped by a plate 114. 
The second coupling body 111 has an externally 
threaded axial extension on which is threaded an ad 

20 justing nut 116 that varies the force applied to the fric 
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tion plates 115 by an annular plate spring or washer 
1 17. 
When the second sprocket wheel 109 is rotatably 

driven, if the friction force of the friction plates 115 is 
greater than the torque of rotation, the second coupling 
body 111 is rotated together with-the second sprocket 
wheel 109 and if the friction force is less, the second 
sprocket will rotate relative to the friction plates, there 
fore the second coupling body will not rotate. When 
ever an obstacle prevents or restrains rotation of the 
second coupling body 111, if the restraining force is 
less than the friction forces, the second coupling body 
will rotate, but if the restraint is greater, then the fric 
tion plates will slip and the second coupling body will 
not rotate. Accordingly, if the smoke ejection window 
is somehow restrained from opening, the friction 
plates, which comprise a friction clutch, will slip and 
the window will not be opened as will be seen later. 
A rotary shaft 118 is keyed to the second coupling 

body in a bore 119. This shaft is connected to the 
smoke ejection window shaft 97 through a coupling 
120. An eccentric cam 121 is formed on a rotary cam 
122 secured to the rotary output shaft 118 for control 
ling the extent of the opening of the smoke ejection 
window. A cam follower 123 on a limit switch LM4 is 
engaged by the cam 121 when the window has opened 
a predetermined extent and the limit switch will control 
the de-energization of the drive motor which is revers 
ible. When the window drive motor is driven in an op 
posite direction for closing the window, the cam 12] is 
engaged by a cam follower 124 connected to another 
limit switch LMS for controlling the stopping of the 
drive motor. 
The smoke ejection window is controlled at the dis 

cretion of the ?remen through control circuitry later 
described. Moreover, a swinging type of smoke ejec 
tion window, not shown, may also be provided and this 
can be releasably locked in a closed position. This type 
of smoke ejection window is generally of the type that 
when released, it opens due to its own weight. Such 
ejection window can be provided on the ?re doors. Fur 
thermore, Suitable fans may be provided in conjunction 
with the smoke ejection window disclosed and the 
swinging type. 
A ?re prevention shutter 125 of the type illustrated 

in FIG. 20 may be used in the system according to the 
invention. The shutter is of the roll-type and can be 








